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ABSTRACT
As Computer-Aided Design software has become more
advanced, the use of hand-drawn engineering drawings has
greatly diminished. This reduction has led to free-hand
sketching becoming less emphasized in engineering education.
While many engineering curriculums formerly included
courses dedicated entirely to sketching and hand drafting, these
topics are no longer addressed by most current curriculums.
However, it has been observed that sketching has many benefits
including improved communication in the design process, idea
generation exercises, and visualizing design ideas in threedimensional space. While isometric sketching has long been the
preferred method in engineering curriculums, there are benefits
of teaching perspective sketching including the creation of
more realistic sketches for communication and idea generation.
This paper presents the development of a perspectivebased sketching curriculum and the study of how this method
compares to more traditional methods of teaching sketching to
students in a freshman level engineering graphics course.
The results show that the perspective-based sketching
method leads to equivalent gains in spatial visualization skills
and final design self-efficacy as the traditional method of
teaching hand sketching. While maintaining these skills, the
new method also taught students additional skills. Through
surveys and interviews, the students expressed that these skills
would be useful to them in their future coursework and careers.
INTRODUCTION
Several benefits have been found for teaching engineering
students how to sketch. These include improving visualization
skills, serving as stepping stones in the development of

effective prototypes, and assisting in the design process by
providing a method of tracking and developing ideas [1-5]. The
traditional method of teaching sketching does prepare students
to use the more modern CAD methods of creating
representations by focusing on the sketching of simple objects
in two-dimensional and isometric views and less on techniques
to draw an object in realistic three-dimensions such as shading
and perspective. While the CAD-focused method has been
found useful in some applications, it runs the risk of missing
out on benefits such as being able to quickly sketch to
communicate an idea. Improving spatial visualization skills is
often a critical outcome for CAD and visualization courses.
Sorby (2009) says that the best way to improve these spatial
skills is to “sketch, sketch, sketch” [1], but the more traditional
method taught in engineering course does not focus on freehand
sketching.
Therefore,
in
a
freshman-level
mechanical/aerospace engineering course at Georgia Tech, we
have begun to develop a more form and technique-based
method of teaching free-hand sketching that is more commonly
found in an Industrial Design or Architecture course.
As spatial visualization has been found important in many
fields, there have been several tools developed to test these
skills including the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test (PSVT)
developed by Bodner and Guay (1997) and revised by Yoon
(2011) and the Mental Rotation Test (MRT) developed by
Vandenburg & Kuse (1978) and Peters (2006) [6-11]. Also,
curriculum changes or additions could affect Self-Efficacy for
Engineering Design. Therefore, Carberry (2010) developed a
method to determine design self-efficacy through four aspects:
confidence, motivation, perceived success, and anxiety in
performing engineering design tasks [12].
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TEACHING METHODS
Sorby and Baartmans (2000) studied the impacts of a
course specifically designed to improve Spatial Visualization
skills including instruction on sketching [13]. However, only
one method of sketching was taught and there has been little
literature on how changes in sketching curriculum impact these
skills. This section discusses the formation, ideologies, and
motivation of the two methods for teaching sketching studied
in this paper. The differences between the two methods are
briefly observed, and the goals behind the creation of the
Perspective method are discussed.
Traditional Engineering Approach
Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Visualization is
a freshman engineering course in many universities. There is
evidence that freshman cornerstone design courses enhance
student interest in engineering and increase retention in
engineering programs [14]. In 1999, when the Georgia Institute
of Technology converted from quarter to semester curricula, the
Schools of Mechanical Engineering and Civil and
Environmental Engineering joined together to create a
common, required, 3 credit hour introductory engineering
graphics course for their undergraduates [15]. The fifteen-week
course Engineering Graphics and Visualization included four
weeks of sketching and eleven weeks of three-dimensional,
constraint-based, solid modeling. The course is currently
required for undergraduates in the Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering curricula. Initially (1999-2002) ME/CEE 1770
was a textbook based course. In 2002 summer semester,
ME/CEE 1770 was revised using the “backward design”
approach [16] with formative and summative assessments in
lecture and lab activities. In later years project-based and
learning-centered instructional approaches [17] were
introduced. Such approaches follow a natural cycle of Kolb’s
learning model [18] which includes: abstract conceptualization,
active experimentation / application, concrete experience, and
reflective observation [19]. As ME/CEE 1770 was cross-listed
with civil engineering until recently, the first four weeks of
sketching was focused on isometric and orthographic sketching
with dimensioning to create working drawings for
manufacturing. Most of this sketching was done on lined graph
paper and/or involved the use of straight edges and other
drafting tools.
After sketching instruction in the first four weeks, the rest
of the semester focuses on 2D and 3D CAD with project-based
learning. Examples of these team projects from past semesters
can be found at www.youtube.com/user/1770GT/videos. To
summarize, in the context of engineering design, the traditional
teaching methods (control in this paper) focused less on form
and more on functionality and working drawings.
The use of sketching in design is well documented [20], as
it serves as a tool to carry the design thought process While the
use of sketching is extensively studied in the literature, very
limited literature exists on the influence of various sketching
methods (isometric versus perspective, see Figure 1) and

sketching ability on the quality of the final design product.
Some preliminary results suggest that designers who are given
sketching instruction tended to draw more overall, but no
conclusive correlations were found between the sketching skills
and design outcome [3, 20]. There is some literature available
on the positive relationship between the amount of threedimensional 3D perspective sketching and design outcome
[21]. With regards to orthographic projections and
dimensioning aspects, it is observed that the quantity of
dimensioned drawings created early in the design cycle is
significantly linked with design outcome [22].

Figure 1: Perspective and Isometric Cubes
Industrial Design Approach
The Industrial Design-guided approach to teaching
sketching only changed the first five to six weeks of the course
when the curriculum was focused on teaching sketching. As
opposed to the more traditional method outlined above, this
method focuses much more on the form and technique of
sketching itself and all sketching must be free-hand. Students
are not allowed to use graph paper, rulers, or other aids. The
students were taught about concepts of perspective and the
techniques used to draw in one-, and two-point perspective.
Assignments using this method were more sketch-heavy
and graded more heavily on the form of the sketches. These
assignments included practice drawing simple shapes, but also
included drawing objects in three-dimensions with uses of
perspective and other techniques such as shading. These
assignments began with simple shapes such as cubes and
evolved to more complex shapes involving multiple different
types of shapes in one sketch. This teaches students to
recognize how to break complex objects down into simple
primitives to begin their rendering and then enhance them to
more detailed renderings.
The final project for the sketching portion of the class
involved having students “invent” a product idea and present it
using the sketching techniques learned in class. This allowed
students to take an idea from conception and begin developing
it using only their sketching abilities before using computeraided modeling software. After this portion of the class, the
students follow a very similar curriculum to the sections taught
in the traditional method of sketching. However, the students in
this Experiment Group would use the renderings from their
final sketching project as the basis for their CAD projects later
in the class. This allows the student to go through the transition
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of creating an idea by hand on paper and implementing it into a
computer-aided software, giving them practical experience in
the functionality of learning to sketch in an engineering design
environment.
METHODOLOGY
Data was collected on the impacts of these two methods in
the Fall 2015 semester. Nine sections of the course, ME/CE
1770 were taught simultaneously by four different professors.
One of the professors taught four of these sections using the
traditional engineering method of teaching sketching in
engineering. These four sections formed the control group for
our study. The other five sections were taught by the remaining
three professors using the Perspective method of teaching
sketching. The students in these five sections formed the
experiment group of the study.
In the first week of class, the students were asked to
participate in the study by completing a brief sketching quiz
and an online survey that included the two spatial visualization
tests: the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test (PSVT) and the
Mental Rotation Test (MRT) [6-10]. The students were also
informed that they would be repeating this process at the end of
the semester. Each data collection session took around 1.5
hours of the students’ time and was performed during the lab
portion of the lab-lecture class. The students were compensated
through their choice of extra credit or monetary compensation.
The written portion of the data collection, the sketching
quiz, had the students perform a variety of sketching exercises
such as drawing straight lines, circles, squares, cubes, and a
camera in 2-point perspective. After completing this portion of

the study, the students were provided with a link to an online
survey they completed during lab session. This online survey
included basic demographics and both of the spatial
visualization tests. The students were given 30 problems from
the PSVT. They were not timed, but were told this quiz should
take around 30-35 minutes. Only one correct answer was
possible for each problem. Following the PSVT, the students
were given 24 problems from the MRT. They were given these
problems 12 at a time and were given 3 minutes to complete
each section, for a total of 6 minutes to complete all 24
questions. Each problem had two correct answers and the
student must mark them both in order to be awarded the point
for that problem.
Two weeks before the end of the semester, the students
took the “post-class” quizzes, again. The same quizzes and
survey were given with the addition of Carberry’s Design SelfEfficacy questionnaire [12]. This questionnaire consists of
questions about the participants’ Confidence, Motivation,
Expected Success, and Anxiety when conducting Engineering
Design. This is asked in a single question about Engineering
Design (ED) and eight questions about the Engineering Design
Process (EDP). The EDP responses were averaged to create a
single score. Upon completion of the post-class data collection,
each student chose their desired form of compensation.
In addition to this data, students in the Experiment Group
were also asked to participate in group interview sessions.
These group interviews were not a requirement to participate in
the study or to receive compensation. These groups took place
around 6 weeks into the semester, immediately after the
sketching-focused portion of the course was completed and

Table 1: Demographic breakdown of students in study
Number of Participants
Survey Questions

Traditional

Perspective

Total

Male

130

158

288

Female

35

43

78

Prefer not to disclose

1

1

2

110

137

247

Black or African American

8

7

15

American Indian or Alaskan Native

2

1

3

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

1

1

2

What is your gender?

What is your race/ethnicity?
White/Caucasian

Middle Eastern

3

0

3

Asian

50

57

107

Prefer not to disclose

2

3

5

No

15

22

37

Yes

148

178

326

3

2

5

Do you consider yourself to be of Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin?

Prefer not to disclose
3
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consisted of between 4 and 8 students with one interviewer and
one note-taker/facilitator. A total of 18 students participated.
They lasted around one hour and were conducted outside of
class time. Both audio and video recordings were made. The
video recordings were destroyed after the decision that the
interviews would not be transcribed.
The interviews were semi-structured with a set list of
questions, and also the ability to let the conversation develop
naturally. The questions aimed to gain a better understanding of
the student’s perception of the importance of sketching in
engineering design, determine the effect the students felt the
class had on their own sketching and design abilities, and allow
for feedback on different aspects of the course.
Table 2: Statistical Properties

The following figures show the class average score or
average difference between the pre- and post-class quizzes to
measure the spatial reasoning of the students. Significant
differences, or lack-there-of, was determined using either a ttest or Repeated-Measure Analysis of Variance (RM-ANOVA)
and the assumptions for each test were also verified [23, 24].
To determine normality, the Shapiro-Wilk with a chosen
alpha level of 0.05 was performed on each group of interest
[25]. The variance of each of these groups was also determined.
These results are shown in Table 2. The Shapiro Wilk’s test
suggests a non-normal distribution, but this test can be affected
by a large sample so Q-Q plots were also observed to check for
normality. Figure 2 shows the Q-Q Plot for the MRT scores for
all students. There is a slight positive skew, but it can be
regarded as normal. The PSVT scores are similar. Based on
this, the normality assumption is met.

Figure 2: Normal Q-Q Plot– MRT Scores
Figure 3 shows the Q-Q Plot for the Design Self-Efficacy
Motivation scores. The plot shows that this data is not normal.
Therefore, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to test for
significant differences between the groups’ self-efficacy scores
[26]. All statistical analyses were performed using R Studio.

RESULTS
This section will discuss the results of the quizzes taken by
the students before and after the course as well as comments
from the group interviews. Table 1 shows the demographic
break down of each group of students based on the student
answers to the survey. The only data omitted from the analysis
were from students who did not complete both portions of the
study (pre-class and post-class quizzes). Students who began a
quiz but left 50% or more of the answers blank were also
discarded from the analysis.

Figure 3: Skewed Q-Q Plot - Motivation Self-Efficacy
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PSVT
Figure 4 shows the comparison of pre- and post-class
scores. Both data sets are normal, and have similar variances.
We ran RM-ANOVA comparing pre and post scores and found
p-values of 0.67 for participants in the Traditional class and
0.83 for participants in the Perspective class, indicating the pre
to post scores are not significantly different.

Figure 6: Change in MRT Scores

Figure 4: Average PSVT Scores
MRT
Figure 5 shows the comparison of pre- and post-class
scores for both groups for the MRT quiz. Both data sets are
normal, and have similar variances. We ran RM-ANOVA and
found a p-value of less than 0.01 in both cases, indicating the
two sets of pre/post tests are significantly different, with the
post-quiz scores being higher than the pre-quiz scores.

Self-Efficacy
Table 2 shows that for each of the Self-Efficacy scores for
both groups, the Pearson Correlation between the Engineering
Design (ED) and Engineering Design Process (EDP) scores
scored higher than the acceptable rate of 0.70 as suggested by
Carberry (2010) [12]. Therefore, the two scores can be deemed
as equivalent. For the following figures, we will use the ED
scores to compare the Traditional Class students to the
Perspective Class students.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of Self-Efficacy Scores
between the Traditional and Perspective Classes for each SelfEfficacy Metric. We ran a Mann-Whitney U test between the
two groups and found the following results:
 Confidence:
U = 15664, p-value = 0.39
 Motivation:
U = 15213, p-value = 0.71
 Success:
U = 14586, p-value = 0.75
 Anxiety:
U = 14100, p-value = 0.40
These scores suggest that all aspects of Design SelfEfficacy are statistically equivalent between the two groups.

Figure 5: Average MRT Scores

Figure 6 shows the difference between the pre- and postclass scores for the MRT quiz for each group and compares the
two groups’ changes. Both data sets are normal, and have
similar variances. As these are independent groups, a t-test is
run and finds a p-value of 0.89, indicating the groups are NOT
significantly different. As seen in Figure 5Figure 4, both
groups’ scores rose significantly, but the rise in each groups’
scores are statistically equivalent.

Figure 7: Design Self-Efficacy Scores
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Focus Groups
In the group interviews held after the sketching portion of
the class was over, the students in the Perspective Class had
overall approving statements in regards to the sketching
curriculum. When asked the question, “How good of a sketcher
do you perceived yourself to be?” all four groups had a
majority positive response. One student responded (with
general agreement from his classmates) “I feel much more
confident in my ability to quickly sketch something if I were to
need to.” Students also spoke of enjoying the homework as
being “a nice break from their typical engineering homework”
as it “allowed them to be more creative.”
Ultimately, the group interviews allowed us to see where
the students felt the class was excelling and where it needed
improvement. The overall positive view of the class was
encouraging for us and helpful as we continue to develop the
curriculum.

the right direction. The data suggest that the Perspective
approach to teaching sketching likely garners the same benefits
for visualization while also teaching the critical skill of
perspective free-hand sketching.
FUTURE WORK
This section will discuss needs we are currently striving to
meet as well as briefly discuss other work that is being done in
an effort to better understand how to create the most effective
method for teaching students how to sketch and how to more
effectively assess what the student sketching ability.
Continued data collection
As mentioned in the Methodology section, there was one
professor who taught the “traditional” method of sketching in
fall 2015 to four sections of the course while three other
professors taught the remaining five class sections using the
newer Perspective method. This, while unavoidable for this
semester, leads to many obvious problems. We bear the
possibility that any differences seen between the two groups are
an effect of not only different teaching methods, but in the
different instructor. For example, the professor teaching the
traditional method has more experience teaching the course
than all of the other instructors.
Fortunately, after hearing student feedback and seeing the
quality of work produced by students in other sections, the
more experienced professor has begun to incorporate more of
the new teaching method into the class. By continuing to gather
data for the sections taught by this professor, it will allow for
the instructor confound to be eliminated.

Perspective Class Student

Traditional Class Student

CONCLUSIONS
The data presented in the results section bring us to several
important conclusions. Firstly, the data shows that the newer
curriculum was as effective as the traditional curriculum for
visualization skills. Both groups saw significant increases in
their scores on the Mental Rotation Test (MRT) over the
semester. When comparing these increases, there was no
significant difference between the increases experienced by the
two groups. For the Purdue Spatial Visualization Test (PSVT),
neither group saw a statistically significant change in the
scores.
Finally, the data collected as
Table 3: Sample of student sketching
part of the Design Self-Efficacy
Survey showed no significant
Pre-class
Post-class
differences between the Traditional
and
Perspective
Classes
in
confidence, motivation, success, or
anxiety. All of this data suggests
that this method of teaching
perspective sketching skills to
engineering students leaves the
students in just as good, if not
slightly better, at the end of class in
terms of important skills such as
spatial visualization and with
nearly identical Self-Efficacy in
Engineering
Design
when
compared to the students being
taught only isometric sketching
techniques. Students in the
Experiment group are very likely
increasing
their
free-hand
sketching in perspective skills
significant. These data, along with
the highly positive feedback from
group interviews, suggest that the
curriculum is quickly heading in
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More complete data collection
Also mentioned in the Methodology section were
sketching quizzes given to the students as part of data
collection. These quizzes allowed for a sample of a student’s
data to be collected. Table 3 shows a small sample of the
sketches collected. These drawing came from two typical
students, one in each of the groups. It is easy to see that both
students made improvements to their sketching ability over the
course of the semester. However, there is currently no way to
reliably and quantitatively compare how much better each
student got during the course. Therefore, the authors are
currently working on an effective way to quickly, accurately,
and consistently evaluate sketches [27]. Developing this rubric
would allow for a wide array of studies to be carried out,
beginning with evaluating how different methods of teaching
sketching impacts a student’s actual sketching ability.
Development of Online Sketching Tutor
One of the most challenging things about teaching student
sketching techniques such as perspective and shading is these
are not topics most engineering faculty are familiar with and
class size tends to be rather large. As this type of sketching has
not been the norm for engineering curricula, very few
engineering professors have the skills or experience required to
teach these methods. Therefore, it is necessary to either train
engineering professors in these skills so they can teach them to
their students or bring in experienced instructors from other
departments such as Industrial Design or Architecture. This is
not always cost effective or even possible for institutions with
smaller art departments. Even if there is a skilled professional
available to teach the course, it is difficult for them to give
active feedback to students due to ever-increasing class sizes.
The authors are currently working with Computer Science
researchers to develop an online sketching tutor that gives
immediate feedback called Persketchtivity [28]. We believe the
development of this program is not only useful but will become
necessary in order to more fully develop and prepare the next
generation of students to more effectively conduct engineering
design.
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